Kimberly Teich

Location:
Phone:
Email:

Senior Software Engineer

LinkedIn:

Experienced Software Engineer with over 15 years architecting and writing software
in the Microsoft .NET/SQL stack. Strong experience with programming to interfaces,
mocking tests, Service-Repository & MVC design patterns. Versatile programmer
eager to expand my expertise into other experiences.
Currently broadening my skill set to include Swift and iOS development. Focusing on
architecture, SOLID principles, protocol-oriented programming and test-driven
modular development.
Founding Engineer of ArchwayApps— building community driven apps for readers,
journalers and self-directed learners.

DEC 2009 - JUN 2021

MS full-stack engineer, created applications that were used to automate processes and
support both internal business units and external clients. From MVC/.NET web
applications to console applications— they were written using the Repository-Service
pattern, programmed to interfaces and supported with dependency injection. These
applications were written in C#, implemented unit & integration tests with automated
builds through Jenkins. Git/GitLab was used as our source repository and our code
review tool. APIs were written and utilized for projects accessing data across
applications. Backend was supported with SQL relational and warehouse databases,
data was accessed using queries, stored procedures and mapped using Dapper ORM.
As Team Lead, I lead the prioritizing and completion of technical debt to ensure code
base remained maintainable and easily extendable. Championed coding standards
and templates to provide consistency across the team, this consistency aided in
efficient code reviews and the ability to maintain and debug code. Lead retro
meetings and supervised daily-checkins with the team.
Advised and supported management with technical direction and with mentoring and
training of junior staff.

JUN 2021

Started a LLC for an indie iOS app development business with the intention to
publish apps in the App Store for communities with shared interests, including apps
for readers, writers & journalers.
Using Productboard for road maps and community feedback. Product development is
based on the Jobs To Be Done methodology with the focus on consumer driven
outcomes. Prototypes have been built using Adobe XD.
Managing the project with GitHub Projects and using Google Firebase tool suite for
management of the app.

Previous Experience
Please visit LinkedIn for details
https://www.LinkedIn.com/in/kimberlyteich

I have a long career in software development, I understand the
business unit and how it operates, I am comfortable navigating
and supporting engineering teams and management.
As a team lead, I was responsible for championing coding
standards and promoting consistency and best practices in our
code base.
I am comfortable with pair programming, peer code reviews,
asking for help and sharing knowledge in a team setting. I am
also happy to work independently and diligently to get my
work done.
I am confident with learning new skills and can grow and adapt
quickly. I have been working from home for over 8 years and I
am very comfortable and capable in a remote environment

EXPERIENCE

Founding Engineer
ArchwayLab LLC

kimberlyteich@icloud.com
https://www.LinkedIn.com/in/kimberlyteich

WHY THIS POSITION IS A GOOD FIT

PROFESSIONAL SUMMARY

Lead Software Engineer — .NET/C#
ALPS Fund Services an SS&C Technologies Company

Broomfield, CO
720-610-6846

2000 - 2009

EDUCATION
Virginia Tech
Management Information Systems

1996 - 2000
Bachelor’s of Science
2017

Galvanize Denver
Data Science & Python Fundamentals

Current

Essential Developer Academy
iOS Architecture & Swift

SKILLS & TOOLS
Advanced
MVC
C#
SQL
OOP
GIT

Software Testing
.NET
APIs
Database Design
Dapper

Agile
TDD
Web Forms
Telerik/Kendo
SOLID

Intermediate
JavaScript
MVVM
Jenkins
GITLab

XCode
Swift
iOS
Architecture

CI/CD
PowerShell
Command Line
Visual Studio

Beginner
SwiftUI
Postgres
MongoDB
XCTest

Adobe XD
Google Analytics
Google Firebase
Apple Developer

UIKit
Objective-C

REFERENCE
Nathan DePyudt
VP, Director Of Software Engineering, SS&C
Not only is Kim a great developer, but she has been a constant
source of stability, organization, positivity and helpfulness in the
culture and health of our team. I am personally thankful for all of
the help that Kim has given me over the years, not only technically,
but also as a trusted advisor.

